
1、Shape and interface layout:
1.1 Key introduction :

The function key adopts "Roll key"+ 'power / return key" independent key design;

In the power-on state: single press to return; long press for 3 seconds to turn
off the display;

Press the "Roll key" to open the directory menu, scroll the "Roll key" up and down
in the menu to control the cursor; press the "Roll key" to confirm and short press
the "power/return key" to return to the next level;

Scrolling up the "Roll key" on the main interface, it can open the brightness quick
adjustment menu, up and down to control the brightness;

Swipe down the "dial button" on the main! interface to open the quick volume
adjustment menu.
Swipe up and down to control the volume.

1.2 Key introduction :

Full function Type-C interface: Responsible for display power supply, audio, video signal
transmission, support forward and negative interpolation;

Mini HD interface: Responsible for audio and video signal transmission.

3.5mm headphone interface: Headphone, Audio extension interface.

2、Devices connection introduction
2.1 connect computers with a full function Type-c interface

The display supports the use of full-featured Type-C interface for
extended display or duplicate display of standard wiring wirers.

Suggestion: When the brightness and volume are adjusted to more
than 80%, 1920*1080 resolution is connected to an external power
supply of 5V /3A and above; 3840*2160 resolution is connected to an
external PD 30W and above power supply.

2.2 Connect to full function phone with Type-C( External power supply is
required when the phone's battery is below 30%);

The display screen supports connecting the mobile phone to the
standard line and entering the content of the mobile phone screen or



customizing the UI interface according to the system settings;

When no external power is needed, the mobile phone battery powers
the display; the energy-saving mode is activated, and the display
brightness is automatically adjusted to 30%.
The user can adjust the display brightness and volume according to
the input power of the mobile phone.

When external power is supplied, the monitor charges the mobile
phone in reverser through the external power supply. To ensure that
the display and mobile phone can obtain sufficient working current, a
resolution of 1920*1080 is connected to at last 5V / 3A and above
power, and a resolution of 3840*2160 and above is connected to at last
PD 30W. chargers or chargers and above provide power for external

2.3 Connect to computers with an HDMI interface
Portable display with mini HDMI interface is compatible with most
HD devices. When connecting to computer with HDMI interface, You
need to connect the power first and then connect the computer and
the portable monitor witch and HDMI cable.(Some brands of computers
have low USB output power and require external power supply).

2.4 Connect to more HDMI devices:
Note: When connecting the HD device, the portable display must be connected to the power
supply first, and then the device and the portable display must be connected with the HDMI
cable to ensure the smooth transmission of data signals.

3、Menu Introduction:
press up/down to adjust, menu key confirmation
3.1 Image:
Note: Setting the display image according to personal preference.

3.2 Color:
Note: Setting the display Color according to personal preference.

3.3 Other settings:
Note: The volume can be adjusted according to different usage scenarios.

3.4 Brightness and contrast settings:
Not: Brightness can be adjusted according to different usage scenarios.

3.5 OSD settings:
Note: You can choose your own language.



3.6 Reset:

WARRANTY REGULATIONS
Dear users: Thank you for using our products. Our products have undergone strict function and
performance tests before leaving the factory to ensure that each product is delivered to users in
good condition. All users who use our products can enjoy the following services: one-year
warranty.
1、 Free warranty service regulations
1. No reason to return the goods within 7 days from the date of signing, and free replacement
within 15 days (such as Tmall, JD, etc.). The return and replacement postage for non quality
problems shall be borne by the consumer, and the postage for re delivery shall be borne by the
merchant. If there are invoices and gifts, please send them back together (except for damage to
the appearance of the machine, damage to the screen, scratch, water ingress and lack of
accessories).
2. The product model and machine serial number filled in the warranty card must be consistent
with the marks on the machine body, otherwise the warranty is invalid. The user shall keep the
warranty registration card properly and will not reissue it if it is lost.
3. The purchase date filled in by the user must be consistent with the bill purchase date.
4. The products that need warranty must be sent to the original place of purchase by the
customer. 5. The warranty period is 12 months from the date of receipt. During the warranty
period, if the failure of the product is caused by the poor original or the quality of the product
itself, the company will provide spare parts and repair them free of charge (Note: random
accessories are not included in the warranty scope)
2、 The following regulations will not be covered by the free warranty service
1. Beyond the free warranty period, the appearance is scratched, dirty and deformed;
2. Products whose warranty card and purchase certificate do not conform to the product model
or have traces of alteration:
3 Failure to use according to the requirements of the product manual and damage caused by
improper operation:
4 Artificial damage caused by unsealing, dismantling, repairing and refitting by personnel not
authorized by our company; 5. The product is damaged due to careless transportation or use (pay
special attention not to fall or be damaged by others) 6 Unauthorized use of third-party brush
tools and system software not authorized by our company leads to system damage

GUARANTEE CARD
*This page is the basic warranty certificate. Please fill in it clearly and keep it properly
*The company reserves the right to interpret the after-sales service regulations of the product


